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Rationale: Stable K isotope geochemistry is becoming an important tool for various

applications. Developments in analytical methods for K isotopes based on

multicollector inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometry (MC-ICP-MS) without

collision cell will bring research capability of K isotopes to many existing MC-ICP-

MS labs.

Methods: Stable K isotopes were analyzed without applications of “cold plasma” and
collision cell on a Nu 1700 Sapphire high-resolution multicollector inductively

coupled plasma mass spectrometer. A conventional dry and hot plasma setting is

used for analysis to maintain high K sensitivity and signal stability, and high mass

resolution was applied to provide interference-free shoulders of 39K+ for isotopic

measurement of 41K/39K ratios. 40Ar+ ion beam generated in ICP was neutralized in

the ion guide rail for the Daly detector.

Results: Under such operating conditions, an external reproducibility of <±0.1‰

(2 standard deviation) for 41K/39K is achieved for K solutions of 1 ppm or above.

Tests were carried out to evaluate the influence of total K loading, K concentration

and acid molarity mismatch, matrix effects, and 40Ar+ and 40Ar1H+ tailing on K

isotope analysis. We found that the accuracy of K isotope analysis can be

compromised by concentration mismatch of sample and standard K, by 0.007‰ in

δ41K per 1% mismatch of K content. By contrast, mismatch of HNO3 molarity or

existence of HCl in HNO3 exerts negligible influences on the analytical precision and

accuracy of K isotope analysis. Furthermore, K isotope analytical results remain

accurate when Na/K, Mg/K, Ca/K, Rb/K, V/K, and Cr/K ratios are below 3%.

Conclusions: The high-precision K isotope analytical method reported here is robust

for studies on K isotopic variations in geological, cosmochemical, and biological

samples. The f41K values of six international geostandards measured using our

method are consistent with data measured using different analytical methods from

other laboratories.

1 | INTRODUCTION

Potassium (K) is a major element that plays important roles in a

plethora of cosmochemical, geological, geochemical, and biological

processes due to its moderately volatile, lithophile, water-soluble, and

biophile properties.1 Potassium has two stable isotopes, 39K (93.3%)

and 41K (6.7%), and there is a large (5%) relative mass difference

between the two isotopes. 41K/39K ratios are remarkably variable in

nature, and significant K isotope fractionations have been

documented in various processes,1 including planetary evaporation
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and condensation,2–8 continental weathering,9–17 marine

diagenesis,16,18 hydrothermal alteration,12,13,19–21 metamorphic

dehydration,22 mineral precipitation,18,23–25 and biological

uptake.26–30 Stable K isotope geochemistry is becoming a vibrant field

of research in recent years.1

A variety of mass spectrometric methods had been used to

measure 41K/39K ratios over the past half century. Researchers in the

early days used thermo ionization mass spectrometer for 41K/39K

ratio analysis and achieved a precision of ±1‰.31,32 Since the 1990s,

secondary ionization mass spectrometer has been used for K isotope

analysis, with improved precision of ±0.5‰.5 Starting from the

beginning of the 21st century, applications of multicollector

inductively coupled plasma mass spectrometer (MC-ICP-MS) led to

dramatic improvement in analytical precision of many metal stable

isotopes.33,34 However, the development of high-precision analysis of

K isotopes by MC-ICP-MS lagged behind for a decade.26,29,35–42 The

main challenge in K analysis by MC-ICP-MS is that Ar-based ICP

generates intense signals of argon hydrides (e.g., 40Ar1H+) that

interfere with K ions (e.g., 41K+). Two main strategies have been

adapted to overcome this obstacle, with the core concept to suppress
40Ar1H+ interference. One is to run MC-ICP-MS under “cold plasma,”
by reducing the forward power of ICP to lower 40Ar1H+ production

and resolving 40Ar1H+ from 41K+ mass spectrometrically29,36,37,39–41

or correcting 40Ar1H+ carefully offline43 The other one is to perform

K isotope analysis on MC-ICP-MS that is equipped with collision cell,

in which 40Ar+ and Ar-based interference are removed by collision

and reaction with gas molecules such as H2 and He.6,26,35,38,42

Although the new-generation collision-cell MC-ICP-MS enables

high-precision K isotope analysis, such instruments are not available

at many research laboratories, where conventional MC-ICP-MS is

commonly equipped. Therefore, developments in analytical methods

for K isotopes based on MC-ICP-MS without collision cell could be

found useful as this brings research capability on K isotope stable

geochemistry to many existing MC-ICP-MS laboratories.36,37,43 In this

study, we report the details of the high-precision K isotope analytical

method using a high-resolution MC-ICP-MS under conventional

operation conditions. In particular, we demonstrate that when mass

resolution is sufficiently high to resolve 41K+ from 40Ar1H+, precise

and accurate analysis of stable K isotopes can be achieved without

applications of “cold plasma.”

2 | EXPERIMENTAL

2.1 | Samples and chemical procedures

A pure K standard solution (CertiPrep) purchased from SPEX

Company, Metuchen, New Jersey (USA), was used as the in-house K

isotope standard (labeled as “A-K”). Five international rock standards

from the United States Geological Survey (USGS) and one Hawaii

seawater were processed and analyzed to assess the accuracy and

reproducibility of the whole chemical and analytical procedure. The

rock standards were selected to represent a wide spectrum of rock

matrices, including basalts (BCR-2, BHVO2), andesite (AGV-2), and

granodiorite (GSP-2), as well as an organic-rich sedimentary rock

standard of oil shale (SGR-1). The K isotope compositions of these

standards have been reported by other laboratories, which allows

interlaboratory comparisons.5,26,35,36,39,42

All chemical procedures were conducted in clean rooms of the

State Key Laboratory for Mineral Deposit Research, Nanjing

University, following established protocols as detailed in reference 26.

A brief description of the procedures is provided. Silicate sample

powders (10–50 mg) were digested using 2 mL of a 1:1 mixture of

concentrated HNO3 and HF in tightly capped Teflon beakers, heated

overnight on a hotplate at 130�C, and then evaporated to dryness at

95�C. The dissolution procedure was repeated until all the silicate

materials were decomposed. After digestion, the samples were

dissolved in 5 mL of 6 mol/L of HC1. An aliquot of the dissolved

sample that contained 50–200 μg of K was transferred into a new

beaker and evaporated to dryness, redissolved in 50–100 μL of

concentrated HNO3, and heated to dryness. The nitric acid fluxing

procedure was repeated thrice to ensure the conversion of the

sample to nitrate salts. The sample was then dissolved in 0.5 mL of

1.5 mol/L of HNO3 and ready for K purification by cation exchange

chromatography.

The separation of K from matrix elements was achieved using a

two-stage column procedure. The first-stage column contained 1 mL

of 100–200 mesh BioRad AG50W-X12 resin, on which K was

separated from bulk Na, Al, Ca, and Ti by elution of 1.5 mol/L of

HNO3. The second-stage column contained 0.4 mL volume of 100–

200 mesh BioRad AG50W-x8 resin, and three different acids

(0.2 mol/L of HNO3, 0.05 mol/L of HF, and 0.5 mol/L of HNO3) were

passed through the resin to achieve complete separation of K from

Mg and additional removal of any remaining Na, Al, Ti, and Ca in the

sample after the first-stage column. The recovery of K was 99.0

± 1.9% (2 standard deviation [SD], n = 35), and the total procedural

blank of K was <10 ng.

2.2 | Mass spectrometry

2.2.1 | Instrument

Isotopic analysis of K was performed on a Nu 1700 Sapphire MC-ICP-

MS housed at the Nanjing University. This instrument is a large-

geometry double-focusing mass spectrometer manufactured by Nu

Instruments, Wrexham, UK, and contains a 943 mm radius

electrostatic analyzer and a 750 mm radius sector magnet, which are

the same as the previous model of Nu 1700 MC-ICP-MS.44 In

addition, the instrument is equipped with a double-pass collision

cell35,38 to allow operation in two different modes, which are the

“low-energy” mode that involves collision cell and the conventional

“high-energy” mode. In this study, the analyses were performed

under the high-energy mode. In the high-energy mode, the ions are

accelerated by a potential of 6000 V and then focused through a

series of linearly placed electrostatic ion lenses before the ions pass
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through the source-defining slits to form an ion beam that

subsequently enters the electrostatic analyzer and the magnet down

along the flight tube. In the high-energy mode, the Nu 1700 Sapphire

MC-ICP-MS behaves as a normal double-focusing MC-ICP-MS

(i.e., the Nu 1700 MC-ICP-MS).

2.2.2 | Collector setting

Ions with m/z of 39, 40, and 41 were focused by the electrostatic

zoom optics of the instrument to collector positions L5, D0, and H1,

respectively (Table 1). Collector position L5 is fitted by a Faraday cup

that is equipped with a 1010 Ω resistor for measuring the larger signal

of 39K, and collector position H1 is fitted by a Faraday cup that is

equipped with a 1011 Ω resistor for measuring 41K. There is no

dummy collector in the default collector setting of the instrument, and

the D0 channel is originally set for the Daly collector. The slot of D0

is fitted by two parallel metal sheets that act as the ion guide rail

(deflector) for the Daly detector at the back of the collector chamber.

During K isotope analysis, the ion guide rail was grounded and the

Daly detector was turned off. The huge 40Ar+ ion beam entered

collector position D0 and was neutralized during collision and

reflection on the ion guide rail, as the parallel metal sheets were

capped by two ceramic plates at the top and bottom to form an

enclosed space. As such, the problem of scattering of Ar+ ions was

avoided.

2.2.3 | High mass resolution setting

To achieve the high mass resolution that is mandated for K

isotope analysis without collision cell, the source-defining slit

(alfa slit) and the secondary slits (beta slits) before the electrostatic

analyzer were set to the narrowest width, which reduced total ion

transmission by about 95% compared to the condition when all

slits were fully open. The mass resolving power (defined by M/ΔM,

where ΔM is the mass difference between the points at 5% and

95% of the maximum intensity on the left shoulder of the leading

edge of the peak) with the narrowest slit setting varied from

15 000 to 22 000 in different sessions (Figure 1C), depending on

instrument condition and tuning. Under such a high resolution, an

interference-free 41K+ plateau was achieved (Figure 1B). To

account for the magnet drift during the analytical session, the

magnet position was adjusted by the “delta-M" method of the Nu

Instruments mass spectrometer, which performs a fine mass

scan of the left shoulder of the 41K peak to find the magnet

position at 50% intensity of the left shoulder; then a constant

TABLE 1 Instrumental settings of MC-ICP-MS for K isotope
measurement in this study

Parameter Value

RF power 1300 W

Aridus Ar sweep gas flow �5.0 L/min

N2 flow 1.0 mL/min

Resolution power 15 000–22 000

Cooling gas 13.0 L/min

Auxiliary gas 1 L/min

Nebulizer gas �30 psi

Cup configuration H1 (41K, 1011 Ω), D0 (40Ar), L5(39K, 1010 Ω)

Zoom lens Q1 48.1

Zoom lens Q2 56.5

Source slit 50 μm

Alfa slit 7 cm

Beta slit 5 cm

Abbreviation: RF, radio frequency.

F IGURE 1 A, Peak scans of masses 39 and 41 on a Nu 1700
Sapphire MC-ICP-MS. B, The enlarged panel of part A to highlight the
magnet position for K isotope analysis, which is determined by the

mass at half 41 K peak height offsetting a selected delta-M value. C,
The enlarged panel of part B to show a typical mass resolving power
(RP, equal to m/Δm, Δm is the difference between the masses with
5% and 95% of maximum peak height) of 20 458 for K isotope
analysis. Beam intensities for 3 ppm K solution: 39 K+ = 73.8 V, 41 K
+ = 5.3 V, 40ArH+ = 5.6 V [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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offset (“delta-M,” typically +0.004 AMU) was applied to the

magnet set position, so the center of interference-free plateau of
41K peak was measured for isotopic ratios.

2.2.4 | jSample introduction and analytical routine

The instrument was running with a standard 1300 W forward radio

frequency power to maintain a desirable plasma stability. Potassium

solutions were introduced to the Ar plasma through an Aridus III

desolvating system using a self-aspirating PFA nebulizer with an

uptake rate of �50 μL/min. In other words, the instrument was

running in a hot and dry plasma mode that is typical of many

conventional MC-ICP-MS analyses. The details of the instrumental

settings are presented in Table 1. Using the aforementioned

protocols, a 3 ppm A-K solution produced a typical intensity of 60–

90 V (1010 Ω resistor, amplifier bias was corrected by a factor of

10 by instrument software during analysis) for 39K and 4.5–7 V

(1011 Ω resistor) for 41K. Because the instrument was not operating

with a “cold plasma,” the formation of the 40Ar1H+ was not

suppressed, which typically yielded a signal of 5–7 V on collector H1.

A clean 2% nitric acid produced “on-peak” blanks of <30 mV on mass

39 and <4 mV on mass, 41 respectively.

Mass bias and instrumental drift during K isotope analysis were

corrected using a standard-sample-standard bracketing routine. A

3 ppm in-house K stock solution (A-K) was used as the bracketing

standard for different tests, and sample solutions (including all test

solutions) were typically diluted to 3 ± 0.15 ppm for analysis except

for tests of concentration effects. Between K isotope analysis, the

sample introduction system was washed by a two-step washout

procedure, with 30 s uptaking of clean acid for each step. Each

isotopic analysis consisted of 40 cycles of 5 s integration time. This

routine results in a typical internal precision (2 relative standard error

[RSE]) of 41K/39K ratio better than ±0.05‰. Potassium isotope data

are reported using the standard per mil (‰) notation of δ41K for
41K/39K ratios, where

δ41=39 K ‰ð Þ¼ 41K=39Ksample

� �
= 41K=39Kstandard

� �
–1

� ��1000

3 | RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

3.1 | Tailing and scattering of 40Ar+

A huge amount of 40Ar+ is produced in the ICP, which must be

carefully treated during K or Ca isotope analyses, because the tailing

and scattering of the 40Ar+ beam could be a source of interference on

the neighboring masses. This issue is particularly critical for the

instrumental setting in this study, because the mass spectrometer ran

on a conventional hot plasma setting without any measures to

suppress 40Ar+ generation. Four methods have been reported in

literature to address the issue of 40Ar+ during K isotope analysis:

(a) using a baffle plate anterior to the collector array to block
40Ar+,2,41 (b) using a grounded dummy bucket to collect 40Ar+,3,39

(c) moving the Faraday cup away from the beam path of
40Ar+,4,29,36,37,40 and (d) using collision cell to suppress
40Ar+.6,26,35,38,42 In this study, the 40Ar+ beam was treated by a new

method, that is, introduced into an enclosed space of the ion guide

rail for Daly detector, where 40Ar+ ions are neutralized (Figure 2).

Usage of the ion guide rail for 40Ar+ neutralization is an alternative

option to dummy cup as a method of dealing with unwanted ion

beams by fixed array-collector mass spectrometers.

To quantify the scattering effect of 40Ar+ ion in this novel setting,

on-peak zero signals of clean 2% HNO3 were measured for each

Faraday cup (electronic background subtracted), and the results are

presented in Table S1 (supporting information) and Figure 2. In

several studies of Ca and K isotope analysis by MC-ICP-MS, negative

voltages were measured from Faraday cups adjacent to the 40Ar+

beam.39,44 Negative voltage reflects secondary electron beams

released during impingement of 40Ar+ onto the metals of the baffle

plate or outer part of the Faraday collector. In our setting, no negative

voltage was measured on any Faraday cups (Figure 2), indicating the

absence of secondary electron scattering and attesting to the

effectiveness of 40Ar+ collection and entrapment by the ion guide rail

of Daly detector.

Small positive voltages were measured from the Faraday cups,

and the positive voltages decreased rapidly for Faraday cups further

away from the slot of Daly detector (D0). For example, the voltages

measured from Faraday cups L3 (m/z = 40.2), L2 (m/z = 40.4), L1 (m/

z = 40.6), and Ax (m/z = 40.8) for on-peak zeros are 1.2, 0.25, 0.1,

and 0.04 mV, respectively (Figure 2). Such decreasing trend of

positive voltages reflects the tailing of the 40Ar+ peak at collector slot

D0 (m/z = 40). As shown in Figure 2, the tailing of 40Ar+ would

F IGURE 2 A, Signals (noted by numbers and open circles in black)

measured on Faraday cups for a clean blank acid (K-free 2% HNO3)
and the signals (in red numbers) on H1 and L5 cups for 3 ppm K
solution. B, Sketch of the detector array of a Nu 1700 Sapphire MC-
ICP-MS for K isotope analysis; note the huge 40Ar+ beam was guided
into the enclosed space defined by the ion guide rail (beam deflector)
for Daly detector (D0); the detector was shut off during K isotope
analysis [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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contribute 0.04–0.05 mV on mass 41 and mass 39. For comparison, a

3 ppm K solution could result in a 6 V signal on mass 41 (Figure 2),

corresponding to a signal-to-noise ratio of over 120 000 or an

inaccuracy of <0.01‰ in measured δ41K value. More importantly, the

signal drift on L3 was very small (i.e., <0.02 mV per hour) and smooth

during isotope analysis and was always proportional to instrument

sensitivity (i.e., 41K signal). As a result, the tailing effect of 40Ar+ was

also canceled by standard-sample-standard bracketing treatment. To

conclude, tailing of 40Ar+ does not compromise the precision and

accuracy of K isotope analysis under our instrument setting.

3.2 | Tailing of 40ArH+ interference

Interference from ionized polyatomic molecules (i.e., 40ArH+ on 41K+)

is the main obstacle in high-precision K isotope measurements. The

mass of 40ArH+ is only 0.008 AMU heavier than that of 41K+;

therefore, the interference-free plateau of 41K+ is very narrow.

Therefore, analysis of 41K+ could be affected by the tailing of 40ArH+

when using high mass resolution mode for K isotope analysis. Hu

et al41 evaluated the effect of different mass positions on the 41K+

peak shoulder on the K isotopic ratio measurements by high mass

resolution and cold plasma MC-ICP-MS and found that analytical

accuracy and precision are sensitive to the selected analysis mass

position, even with 40ArH+/41K+ ratio as low as �0.1. For the

analytical method described in this study, the 40ArH+/41K+ ratio was

up to 1.2 because the instrument was running with hot plasma, which

could induce an even more severe issue of 40Ar1H+ tailing, which

must be carefully evaluated.

The effect of tailing of 40ArH+ interference on K isotope analyses

was tested by measuring K isotopic ratios of a 3 ppm A-K solution at

different magnet positions on the apparently interference-free left

shoulder of 41K+ peak (defined by variable delta-M in Figure 3A).

Each such analysis was bracketed by K isotope analyses of the same

solution at the center of the plateau (delta-M = 0.004 AMU,

Figure 3B), and the measured ratios measured at different magnet

positions were expressed in δ notation against ratios measured at the

center of the plateau (Table S2 [supporting information]; Figure 3).

The results suggest that although the measured δ41K values are close

to zero within a certain magnet position range, uncertainties result

sharply as the analyses were performed farther from the center

(Figure 3B). Therefore, all the measurements in this study were

performed using a delta-M value between 0.0038 and 0.0044 AMU.

Measured δ41K values performed outside this magnet range deviated

from 0.0 ± 0.1‰, although the internal (within-run) error remains at

an acceptable level (e.g., 2 RSE = 0.06‰ at ΔM = 0.006 AMU)

(Figure 3B).

The working delta-M range of 0.0038 and 0.0044 AMU is

comparable to that in reference 41. Although the 40ArH+/41K+

ratio in this study is much higher than those in studies that applied

cold plasma, high-precision K analysis is still achievable. It appears

that the negative influence of higher 40ArH+/41K+ ratio can be

compensated by higher mass resolving power (up to 20 000) and

signal intensity of K (�100 V in total), compared to the previous

studies (resolving power less than 15 000 and intensity <10 V), which

makes high-precision measurements of K isotope ratio possible under

F IGURE 3 Test of peak flatness and tailing of ArH+ on K isotope
measurement by evaluating the effect of different delta-M values
(A) on the measured 41K/39K ratios (B) against those measured at
delta-M of 0.004 amu. The range between the two blue dashed lines
represents the delta-M range used in this study [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F IGURE 4 Stability of the magnet of the instrument over a period
of 44 h in a typical K isotope analytical session. The mass position
was determined by the delta-M function of the instrument (for
explanation, see Section 2.2.3) [Color figure can be viewed at
wileyonlinelibrary.com]
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a conventional hot plasma condition. Finally, we note that the

magnet of the Nu 1700 Sapphire MC-ICP-MS is highly stable, with a

typical drift in magnet position within ±0.001 AMU over 40 h

(Figure 4). This stability of the magnet is secured by the high

environmental temperature stability of the mass spectrometer

laboratory, with typical short-term temperature fluctuation within

±0.1�C (Figure S1 [supporting information]). Such magnet stability

facilitates high-precision analysis of K isotopes despite a high
40Ar1H+/41K+ ratio.

3.3 | Effect of K concentration mismatch

Previous studies have demonstrated that K isotope ratio analysis

could be affected by mismatch in K concentration between sample

and standards 37, but the effect of K concentration mismatch varies

greatly between different instruments and laboratories.35,38,39,41 In

this study, we tested the effect of K concentration mismatch on K

isotope analysis by analyzing A-K solutions of different

concentrations (i.e., 2.1–3.9 ppm, with a 0.3 ppm increment) against a

bracketing standard of a 3 ppm A-K solution. The results are

presented in Table S3 (supporting information) and Figure 5. At a

mass resolving power of 20 000, there is a strong correlation between

the offset in measured δ41K and K concentration mismatch that a

10% mismatch in K concentration leads to �0.07‰ inaccuracy in

measured δ41K value. It is important to note that when the mass

resolving power of the instrument was decreased from 20 000 to

12 000, the sensitivity of the measured δ41K to K concentration

mismatch increased slightly, to 0.09‰ per 10% mismatch (Figure 5).

This suggests that the method reported in this study should work at

lower mass resolving power although with some loss of analytical

performance. We note that a mass resolving power of 12 000 is

achievable using conventional double-focusing instruments (e.g., Nu

Plasma II or III MC-ICP-MS, or Neptune plus MC-ICP-MS).

Hu et al41 investigated the effect of concentration mismatch on a

Nu Plasma II that was running in high-resolution mode with cold and

dry plasma and reported that concentration mismatch within 20% did

not induce measurable K isotopic deviation. However, Li et al39

performed similar tests on a Nu Plasma 3D also in high-resolution

mode with cold and dry plasma and reported an �0.05‰ difference

in measured δ41K at a concentration mismatch of 10%. For

comparison, tests performed on collision-cell-enabled Nu Sapphire

MC-ICP-MS35,38 showed that a 1% concentration mismatch between

standard and sample may create a δ41K offset of +0.014‰38 to

+0.02‰.35 The effect of concentration matching between samples

and the bracketing standard on the accuracy of K isotope analysis

F IGURE 5 Effect of intensity mismatch between sample and standard on the accuracy of the measured δ41K values at four different mass
resolving powers (A: RP = 20 000; B: RP = 16 000; C: RP = 14 000; D: RP = 12 000). Sample and standard were made of the same A-K solution.
The measured δ41K and the K concentration ratio between the sample and the standard define a negative trend with a slope of ��0.7 in all plots
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varies greatly between labs and could be related to the difference in

instrumentation and tuning conditions. Overall, the sensitivity of the

measured δ41K to K concentration mismatch is more significant on

collision-cell MC-ICP-MS than on conventional MC-ICP-MS, which

implies that additional mass bias or 41K interference generation could

occur in collision cell, and the processes might be sensitive to K

intensity. Nonetheless, the effect of K concentration mismatch cannot

be determined simply by the application of a universal concentration

correction function. For analysis of unknown samples in this study,

the K concentrations of sample solutions were adjusted carefully to

be 100 ± 5% of the bracketing standard, mostly 100 ± 3% of the

standard, to ensure accuracy of better than ±0.05‰ in δ41K values.

3.4 | Effect of acid concentration mismatch

It has been reported that mismatch of acid between sample and

standard solutions can result in remarkable analytical error for MC-

ICP-MS analysis of many isotopes, including Li isotopes,45 Mg

isotopes,46 and Fe isotopes.47 For K isotopes, several studies have

also suggested the strong effect of acid concentration on the

accuracy of measured δ41K35,38,39,43; however, some laboratories, for

example,41 reported insensitivity of the measured δ41K value to acid

molarity.

In this study, we evaluated the effect of acid mismatch on the

accuracy of δ41K by measuring (a) 3 ppm A-K solution in 1%–5%

HNO3 and (b) 3 ppm A-K solution in 2% HNO3 that was doped with

1%–5% HCl, against the bracketing standard of 3 ppm A-K solution in

2% HNO3. The results are summarized in Table S4 (supporting

information) and Figure 6, which show that, for our instrumental

setting, K isotope analysis is insensitive to variations in the

background acid of K solutions, as the measured δ41K values show no

shifts when HNO3 or HCl content varied from 1% to 5% (Figure 6).

For comparison, Chen et al38 reported a high δ41K offset up to 2‰

when [HCl]/[HNO3] = 5% when K isotopes are measured with the

collision-cell MC-ICP-MS. It appears that collision-cell MC-ICP-MS is

more sensitive to acid mismatch than the HR-MC-ICP-MS regardless

of the hot or cold plasma mode of the latter, and we speculate that

negatively charged ions (e.g., Cl�) might play a role in collision cell

through ion–ion interaction that can affect the retention/transmission

of different K isotopes. By contrast, K isotope analysis by

conventional MC-ICP-MS is not affected by anions as no ion collision

is involved during analysis.

3.5 | Effect of matrix elements

A series of tests were performed to evaluate the effects of different

matrix elements (Na, Mg, Ca, Rb, V, and Cr) on the accuracy of K

isotopic measurements. Although ion exchange column methods were

developed to effectively remove major matrix elements from K, Na

and Ca are the major elements and common contaminants in the

laboratory environment, and Na and Mg potentially form molecular

interference of 23Nal6O+ at mass 39 and 25Mgl6O+ at mass.41 As also

pointed out by previous studies,21,40 common ion exchange methods

for K separation are not effective for the complete removal of Cr and

Rb. It is thus necessary to check the effect of these matrix elements

on the accuracy of K isotope ratio measurements.

In this study, we spiked the A-K standard solutions with those six

elements (X) to make solutions with [X]/[K] ratios of 0.01–0.10

(ppm/ppm). These matrix-spiked K solutions were then measured

against the pure A-K solution. The results are presented in Table S5

(supporting information) and Figure 7, which shows the following:

(a) existence of Na in K solutions caused a negative shift in measured

δ41K, consistent with the observations on cold plasma—HR MC-ICP-

MS39 and on hot plasma and collision-cell MC-ICP-MS,35,38 although

the sensitivity of δ41K to Na dopant (�0.2‰ for 10% [Na]/[K]) is

higher on a HR-MC-ICP-MS than that on a collision-cell MC-ICP-MS

(�+0.1‰ for 10% Na35,38 [Figure 7A]); (b) Mg dopant induced

negative δ41K shift (Figure 7B), which is in contrast with the positive

shift as has been reported in previous studies, on either a cold plasma

F IGURE 6 Effects of difference in background acid on the
accuracy of K isotope analysis. A, Measured δ41K values of 3 ppm A-K
solution in 1%–5% HNO3 against a standard solution of 3 ppm A-K
solution in 2% HNO3; B,measured δ41K values of 3 ppm A-K solution
in 2% HNO3 and of 1%–5% HCl, against a standard solution of 3 ppm

A-K solution in 2% HNO3. Error bar denotes 2 standard deviation of
multiple analyses
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HR-MC-ICP-MS39 or a collision-cell MC-ICP-MS38; (c) Ca caused a

slight positive shift in measured δ41K (<0.1‰ for 10% [Ca]/[K]), which

is similar to the results reported using cold plasma HR-MC-ICP-

MS,39,40 whereas the sensitivity of δ41K to Ca concentration is much

higher on a collision-cell MC-ICP-MS, by up to +0.69‰35 to +1‰38

for 10% [Ca]/[K]; and (d) Rb, V, and Cr impurities caused limited δ41K

deviation (�+0.1‰�+0.2‰ for 10% [X]/[K]) as well, which is similar

to the results on a collision-cell MC-ICP-MS38 and by cold and dry

plasma on cold plasma HR-MC-ICP-MS39 (Figure 7D–7F).

Overall, the aforementioned tests show that the majority of

tested elements (i.e., Na, Rb, V, and Cr) show similar matrix effect on

K isotope analysis regardless of instrumentation (i.e., with or without

collision cell), which implies that the matrix effect was mainly due to

ion diffusion in ICP or space charge effect after ion extraction in the

interface.48 Furthermore, Mg and Ca show significant positive effect

on measured δ41K by collision-cell MC-ICP-MS in a previous study

but not in our instrument setting in this study. This implies that the

previously reported matrix effect was related to processes in collision

cell, possibly production of polyatomic interferences (i.e., 40Ca1H+

and 25Mgl6O+ on 41K+). Nonetheless, the tests in this study show that

when the mass of matrix elements is below 2% of K in the solution,

no resolvable matrix effects would be produced in K isotope analysis

(Figure 7). Such matrix effect needs to be tested before K isotope

analysis, and routine elemental scans of the purified K solution before

isotope analysis are needed for assurance of accuracy of K isotope

analyses. Repeating of column chemistry is required to further purify

the K in the samples if more than 3% matrix element is measured in

the K solutions.

3.6 | Precision and accuracy

In one series of tests, the in-house K standard solution (A-K) was

analyzed as a sample against the same K solution (as bracketing

standard) repeatedly (n > 10), and the K concentration of the A-K

solution varied from 150 ppb to 5 ppm to evaluate the effect of K

F IGURE 7 Effect of the matrix elements of A, Na; B, Mg; C, Ca; D, Rb; E, V; and F, Cr on K isotope measurements. Error bar denotes
2 standard deviation of multiple analyses

F IGURE 8 External uncertainty (in 2 standard deviation) of K
isotope analysis as a function of the K concentration (in ppb) of A-K
standard solutions. Errors are calculated based on multiple
measurements (>15) of repeat analysis of A-K solutions of different K
concentrations by self-bracketing
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signal intensity on the precision of K isotope measurements (Table S6

[supporting information]; Figure 8). Two standard deviation of the

self-bracketed δ41K values of the A-K solution was calculated as a

parameter of the short-term external precision of the method for

different K concentrations. As shown in Figure 8, when the K

concentration of A-K solution was above 800 ppb, the short-term

external precision of the method was in the order of ±0.1‰.

However, for a solution with even lower K concentration, the short-

term external precision of δ41K deteriorated dramatically. This test

indicates that when the K concentration is low (typically <1 V for 41K)

so that the 40ArH+/41K+ ratio is above 6, the tailing of 40ArH+

interference would be affecting K isotope measurement given a mass

resolving power of 15 000. In the practice of K isotope analysis of real

samples, a 3 ppm K solution was used for both samples and standard,

and in a typical session, signal intensity of the 40Ar1H+ is comparable

to that of 41K for a 3 ppm K solution; that is, the ratio of
40Ar1H+/41K+ is close to 1 (Figure 1), thus ensuring a short-term

external precision of ±0.1‰ for 41K/39K ratio measurements. All K

isotope ratios of the geostandards are reported relative to NIST SRM

3141a. The K isotope data obtained in this study for the analyzed

reference materials, AGV-2 (δ41K = �0.47 ± 0.06‰, N = 24), GSP-2

(δ41K = �0.47 ± 0.08‰, 2SD, N = 20), SGR-1b (δ41K = �0.27

± 0.09‰, 2SD, N = 15), BHVO-2 (δ41K = �0.41 ± 0.06‰, 2SD,

N = 9), BCR-2 (δ41K = �0.43 ± 0.09‰, 2SD, N = 21), and seawater

(δ41K = +0.07 ± 0.09‰, 2SD, N = 28), agree well with previously

published data (see Table S7 [supporting information]; Figure 9),

which attests to the validity of the method developed in this study.

Based on repeat analyses of multiple NIST SRM 3141a against in-

house A-K, as well as purified USGS rock standards of over 6 months,

the long-term external reproducibility (2SD) of the K isotope analyses

in this study is better than ±0.10‰ (i.e., at ±0.07‰) for 41K/39K (see

Table S8 [supporting information]; Figure 10).

4 | CONCLUSIONS

Potassium isotopes are increasingly used in studies of a wide

spectrum of research fields, and different analytical strategies for

high-precision 41K/39K ratio analysis have been reported, which

invariably followed an idea of suppressing 40Ar1H+ generation, by

either cold plasma or collision cell. This study proposes an alternative

mass spectrometric strategy that does not emphasize 40Ar1H+

suppressing but relies on the high mass resolution of the mass

spectrometer to achieve high precision in K isotope analysis. In

addition, no dummy Faraday bucket is used for containing the large
40Ar+ beam; instead, the ion guide rail (deflector) for a Daly detector

is used to neutralize the 40Ar+ beam. With the optimized protocol,

high-precision (<0.05‰ internal error, 2RSE) measurements of K

isotope ratios were achieved on a Nu 1700 Sapphire MC-ICP-MS. A

series of tests were performed to evaluate the effects of different

total K loading, K concentration mismatch, matrix effects, and 40Ar+

tailing on K isotope analysis, and these tests showed that the Nu

1700 Sapphire MC-ICP-MS is robust and comparable to achieving an

external precision of ±0.10‰ on 41K/39K ratios without the

applications of collision cell and cold plasma. Analyses of seawater

and USGS rock standards with various compositions yielded δ41K

results that are consistent with those reported by other laboratories,

confirming the validity of the method. This work could be found

useful for laboratories that are equipped with Nu 1700 MC-ICP-MS

or Neptune XT MC-ICP-MS (both can achieve a mass resolving power

of >15 000), for the development of high-precision K isotope

analytical methods.
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